MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX CT Injection
System Advances: Visual Air
Identification and Injector Face Cleaning
Deliver quality patient care with MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX CT Injection System
Importance of Air Identification

MEDRAD® FluiDots Indicators and Beacon Technology
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identification of air in the fluid path right before the injection.
When there is > 5 mL of
air in the syringe, the
Beacon will not appear

When the syringe is
filled with > 50 mL of
fluid and < 5 ML of air,
the Beacon appears
orange

When the syringe
is empty, MEDRAD®
FluiDots appear as
small, narrow ellipses

When the syringe
is full, MEDRAD®
FluiDots become
larger, almost round

When the syringe is
filled with < 50 mL of
fluid and < 5 ML of air,
the Beacon begins to
transition from
orange to black

Figure 1. Visual air detection technologies. MEDRAD® FluiDots
change from ellipses in an empty syringe to round dots in a
filled syringe. Beacon technology indicates the presence of
fluid in an upright syringe by reflecting the plunger colour at
the tip of the syringe. Beacon colour will darken as the fluid
volume in the syringe decreases.

In a recent study, Beacon technology was shown to be a valuable new method of air identification in addition to transparent
syringes with MEDRAD® FluiDots when assessed from various distances and under different lighting conditions. The new air
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indicators in the MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX injector provided better air detection at longer distances and all lighting conditions.9
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for air detection per
participant.

# Data is derived from animal studies

Figure 3. MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX CT Injection
System provided better air detection at
longer distances of 8 and 16ft.

Improved MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX CT Injection System Design
Facilitates Efficient and Complete Cleaning
Efficient and quick cleaning of the injector from contrast media spills is imperative.
Spilled contrast media can lead to a sticky hardened surface that can potentially
damage the injector.
The MEDRAD® Stellant CT Injection System face has raised buttons which have crevices,
while the MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX Injector has buttons on a flush surface. In the same
study a homogenous mixture of 370 concentration contrast media and invisible ink was
applied to cover the injector face. Participants performed a quick clean for 5 seconds
followed by a full clean, which lasted up to 1 minute until study participant was
satisfied that all contrast was cleaned. After the 5 second quick clean, the MEDRAD®
Stellant FLEX Injector face had less contrast mixture remaining than did the MEDRAD®
Stellant Injector face. The MEDRAD® Stellant FLEX Injector required less time to reach a
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Figure 4. Residual contrast shown in black light after full clean

greater level of cleanliness and showed less contrast mixture residue.
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